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The ntajor goal of the Joint Commission on Criminology and 'Criminal Justice
Education and Standards iz to conduct and support research which contributes

N to improving the quality of criminology and criminal justice education. In
addition to efforts of the Joint Commissiont'sistaff,,a number of scholars around
the cot:ntry ve received support from the Joint Commission in order to pursue
research Uri is ues surrounding criminology and criminal justice education.

11

This monograph, which examines profession'alism and its relationship to
scholarly productivity, represents an attempt at exploring some of the major
ditnenstons of the occupational role and orientation-6f those who deliver crim-
inology and criminal justice edrIcatiori. Of the multitude of tasks inv dived in
improv, mg the quality of an educational field, one of the most importanfis critical
b'e lf-e x a m in a t i cin . Such examination.can serve as a foundation upon which the
troression can improve and develop. As the authors suggest, the field ". '. . Mast
learn more about itself, its members, and its publications, if the discipline
expects to either professionally socialize neophytes` or inform outsiders of the
ilissipline's focus." The Joint Commission hdpes that the work of Professo s
Regoli and Miracle will serve as a point of departure which the field can use in
arriv i4pg at a better understanding of itself. , ' .

." The views of the authors are their on and may vary from those held by the
Joint Commission. It is hoped that this monograph will generate discussion and
debate that will be useful in advancing the quality of criminology apd criminal

,

justice education.
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VinCent J. Webb
Principal Investigator
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Abstract

Crumnal justit e is an emerging detitiemit discipline. Like other emergent disci-
.. plinescril 'nal justice must examine its programs, fat ulty, students, and asso-

ciated acti ities.
The rese di reported here addresses three issues. (1) the profes;ional level of

criminal just e educators, (2) rankings_ of a series of selected publications;43)
the relations} p between professionalism level and journal productivity .

Data were derived from responses by 1028 of 1274 criminal justice educators
to a 69-item mail questionnaire. All respondents were currently involel iii
teaehi'ng antlior researth positions, all were employed in the United State.4.2-.

The findipgs of the research revealed that (1) the criminal justice occupation
, lies in the upper-middle quadrant on the professions continuum(based on

professionalism level scones), (2) extensive variation exists among the rankings of
the, selected criminal justice publications, aid (3) the relationship between
professionalism level and journal productivity is negligible.

ti 1
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Professionalism Among
Criminal Justice Educators

Criminal justice' is emerging as an autonomous,academic discipline, apart fr.om
socitifogy,, psychology, political science, and the like; Ih part, this autonomy is
obsehed when noting either the emergence of "new" criminal justice programs
on university campuses or when noting the increasing number of existing pro-
grams opting to remove themselves from being contained within a parent disci-.
pline (e.g. ,l'eing housed in a "Depaitment of Sociolt*y"). The net result of such
changes hag been a prei'lpitous increase (over the Last 15 years) in the number of
programs offering criminal justice degrees.

As a result of the movement for academic autonomy, criminal justice pro-
grams, faculties, and students have been subjected.to continuous rigorous
evaluations by other academicians. Academicians fpm fradititinal disciplines.
hav e often been haFsh lin their criticisms. For example, the curricula of criminal
justice flitograms have been scoffed at as being too technically-orientEl." The
credentials of criminal justice educators have been questioned, severely in many
cases. Doubts have been voiced about the ability of criminal justice students to
analyze abstract subject matter. Academicians from traditional disciplines have

heard referiting to a criminal justice program as. (I) the weakest on
campus, (2) the program housing' the ,Neanderthals on campus, or (3) some
combinition and/or extension of the two. An oft-noted reaction by criminal
justice faculty has been, "they are simply jealous, our enrollments are increas-
ing, theirs are not." In part, this is true, yet it further damages relations between
criminal justice and other programs. For`example, some "outsiders" (Becker,
1973) counter with a rationale such as the following one. "The criminal justice
program is'experiencing enrollment increases because whereas Our faculty chal-
lenges students, theirs cannot. All they can hope is for their students to know the,
difference between blood and ketchup!" Without digressing, to a "blow-by -
blow" description of such clashes, it suffices to say, the battle goes, little is
achieved.

We contend criminal justice programs, faculties, an d students must demon-
strate their merit aid worthiness on a university's campus, proclamation by a
state legislature is not sufficient. After all, criminal justice programs are akin to
the "new kid on the block'', acceptance does not come easily., in parl because
others do not know what to exOct. Unfortunately; dile avenue through which
ma ny criminal justice programs have sought acceptance (increased student
enrollments) has not always fir ed effective in calming the waters between them
and other university Programs. Thi situation is made exceedingly more complex

.1?
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. a,
when e r rtguril pistice faculty members seek out altrnathe .1% cum.& ref ajelp-
Lance, often fintlitH4 them blot Iced. 1T t. base obsersed situations (as [lase our
eolleagne.scAli/we a criminal _luso( t. faculty member's work is es aluated by a
panel of blitside re(eret:s, and not only Is the work deritlit1 Init,the panel asserts
tILat wIpIe'tlie work is ptrluiP), s.itisfItaory (for criminal justitt.), it 11s-oil-des.
is inferior. to the uni,srsit:.:. stalidard The (mph( at ion 'here is explicit. Criminal
insticefat'ulty, art. 0..kdrint. ails able to t onipere ouiI on a st aled-down ser'sion of

the unisersity's requirements -

The .s1t11.111011 is not 1)17'.1k as presented 111 emergent disciplines bast'
struggled in their formatlYt. year, for act'ept ant e, criminal justice is no excep-.
tout In fat t. a well defined rite de pt0411.4V emergent disciplines go through to

I )
ai (mire nnis.ersity mmbership and (2) Ite ,u tordet the informal -.Limp of

presented

ademm respet is/apparent. In mans states, unto' to a program being
presented to.studlit), it must he Justified as meritorious by eiuts der. le.g tire

pretlnt; boartrif regents, state,,legislaturt.Q.'ormal
act epta nue is not easily arquired.1nwhere along the line tin; program can be
derailed. stalled, or tido ed, by wl houses er.'for %hates et' reason),.), Not only't 4n
the programs be tlrminated, but ont t' approsed, its & urn( uhun f.0 r. cunt
4)1)1)IPiti1)1!. t"t aliahun, and challenges. 111"y person I)resiini,h ittsolsed in cur-

- riculinn (It'velopment t an attest twthis diffit alts .Onet an iliNgHit. tin. difficulties
encountered' by those assembling an entire degree granting program Nes vote-
less. many criminal Just e progrluns bait' gained formal 4« eptam c. has!' had a

, curriculum approsed (although quite often not the one initially ens isioned). and
art. fuliet lon.ally operating,

'Once a program commen;t1sp.piTation an initial goal is,to stablislonfitriatil
aeademic arptlice. To do so; faculty of the program must be cognuant

rettunemnts. In The early going, it Is not 1111(3111111110111 for tiVprograrn and its
faillIty to fall under-Alit. paternalistic two it's of the nuisersity's gatekeepers
of academic freedom-and excellebee. "i'ltese gatekeepers,,wbsersing ehisely the
program's operation, its faculty -anti student,, are quick ttt criticio.and slow to
rolnpliment---'-blit they alw ay s make'l.ertain their. presetu.t. kat,. n In some

is as 4. the situation is analogous to that of the inmate and prison guar(111"oolt. and
1.9801. Guards keep'a watchful eye on inmales, seldom praising work

dope well, set art quick to write infraction (incident) ) reports for specifiv-
'alierraitt behas tors. and all along. the guards make certain t e inmate knows he

is there.
Ciminal Justice edit atm-. haIot used their ntergy tifimist entirely on des et-

()jury. programs. (,enerally , they lias e not t eint.eiitrutedjipi aftiudeinic quality, nor
on establishing ties with other thseiplines In fart, at, titans unier-
sates the criminal _lush( t. withdrawn, seeking. comp/ehe autot
nomy and reclusion. In part:el4mila! justit t.'edilvelors are to blame for the
strained relation). With tive;t from other dist splint's. One reason is that criminal
Justice cant-alters liaise failed to pi-inutile themse(Ns as academicians and,
thiir.oliseiplint. as an academic one. kfter all, amiing most of a antis ersity 's

seholars. a departmnCs merit is not oneasured by student nriSlImnts but
rather by the, faculties' redntials t.g,,' highest degree, (Ittgret granting
institution) the prestigo of Journals in whit II they publish. and ins olso:inent in
professional d,111 iations. If criminal Justice programs and faculties art eser to
be informally ot repted: they must t (lining.. against other tom ersit), faculty and
programs in terms of the stablishxd (institutuinalized) normatise istructilre

t
,
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General . this has not 4)6o-red. and w ken: it has, the eriuinal justice faculty
hac e often fallen short of the mark.

Criminal justice educators can correct this situation. l place to start is with
research focusing im the "state" of the art.'. or the professionalism level of the

occupation's members. Once the professionalisM le), el is established, and we
bane some idea of where the diseqdme lies on the profession scoot' one can

assess tt in relation to other discipline..
I romna I justice educators hate traditional!) rejectetldping research examin-

ing their occupation. a pparentl) fe;ling such research is wOrthless incomparison.

tr, ,research focusing on crime. for example. 'disagreez. holt .research is

essl especial!) for an emergent discipline The ph Tom. of the research
project IindeKtaken here is threefold. First. we assess the professiolurhsm Ie. el of

cri lllll justice educators. Secontist we offer a ranking of selected cr al justice

publications. Fiord: the relatoinship(if,an between professionalism and jour-

nal publication producti.4) Is estimated. %ddressing issues as these isritical fur

'cr al justice.ir ,a1 justice 9.viirn more about itself, its members, and

its publications. if the discipline expects to either professionall) socialize lieu-
phy t es or inform outsiders Of the discipline's faus.

J

Methodo logy
ir

- *
Sample

5'

Data for t his project ..ge deemed from responses of 1028 of 127 members of t II

%merIcall Society of (: logs I %S(;) and tilt; Academ) of Criminal Justice

Sciences t %C.JS I: 366 respondents were -I.SC Inemin.rs: 368 respondents were

lCJS members; 276 respondents hell membi:rship ill I) l SC and %US
I AS(.l The following anal) S11 assesses differences among mmbef-

-.hip categories.

*
Research Procedures

Each potential respondent was initially 'siuit a Aurae) packet containing ( I ) if

\lever expiainIng the research parpoSi...(2t a sort, e) questionnaire. and CO a

.. hushes, -reply retorp ens elope. One week later, each was sent. a post card
-follow.-up. The post card ser.ed as a thank )0u for those'alread) !lining returned
their ipiestionnaire, and as a re lll alder-tor those who had tint. Three weeks after

the. initial mailing. a second starle)..,packet was nlailed out to those not vet

nretroing their questionnaire. The second mailing packet was as identical to the

first .except the ewer letter stressed the importalicl of the subject for the salidit)
,- ,of the res'eaich project,
The mailing sure) lechnittlit. adopted here Is similar to that presWIlied In

Dillman i 1978). the Total Design \learnt! (TDM)i but fiecanse of specific limita-
tions. we were unable to folly implement Dillinan's approach. Nesertheless,
although we omitted seseral of his 1,\.chniques (e.g., sending a fourth mailing to

non -respondents s 10 certified mail), e realized a response rate to our quegtion-

nal re exceeding 80 percent 11028/127-II. had we implt;mented 'all techniques -
ads anced I). Dillinan we are certain the oserall sun ey response rate would !lase

exceetted 85 percent. . .
a

10
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Questionnaire

FollOsing limati (19781, the goe stionoairt was photo -rt clot ed anti presented to
the sallIpittl members In 4 Nt-ttlt al 114.0i format. The questionnaire was 1.1% e pages
long. tilt 'tied int., tIcret 1/drtstontalinng 6'9 items. Part one t onsisted of 30 Likert

alt- items assessing professionalism (flail, 1968. Sniz -1, 19721 and work aliena-
tion \filler. 1967). fart tLso asked respondent; to ( ) rank a series Of t rIlllillal
Juste 1/11141( aon., and 12) show the frequt ut y the % had published in eat h.
Part three- foensed on t t rtain of Ai( respondents' tie lograplut ,ittributts (16
ice nis,l - "
Iteasurement of L ariables

[he key v anahles All tins researt It art- ( I) prat ss1011.111461 )2 Journal rankings,
and 31 Journal ',rutin( tit ity. Below we rtplain bow eat his ( um eionalized and
ope rationalized in this research.

defined.1t the (outset, professionalism and related t one epts t he e vt'e

ast r 111e to the looatIoll ads anted In Nollitier and Mills (1966) X profession is
an ofeal type, not existing in reality, but to which all occupations strive. 111

of ( upsilon, tall be lot steel on a t out . ranging from being less professional
to being nose professional. Vie at oid dist Ilbsing whether or .not a parti-
t nlar tit t upation (e.g., t ntnuial phut e edit( ators) is d profession, but rather,
idet'itify here all in ( npation On the Tom "Professionalization': refer's.
to the (tly 'taunt ) prat t. ss w here an Int 'Tatum ( hang's ui (lire( tions t onsjstent
with being a profession. "Professionalism'' is an ideology and associated actit
ales that t an be found in numerous tit t ul,ati ial groups where membeics strive
for professional status. Our fot us here, is on the ( tint tin professionalism, by
exa llllll ing a Wel' ific at-tit ity Journal publication pioductit ity

Several ways exist to assess the extent an ea t ovation is professicmalized, or in
other words, where all tot Ilpdt Iles on the t maim, lllll . One might examine an
pt ( upation historit all), and !tote thelth.inges t onsistent with proftssionalization
hat mg taken plat t-. Con( militantly, strut Hirai ( IlallAes at robs to t opations could
be t oppared and ontrasted, Inas It as they demonstrate that an -tot upation
is further along t4 profession's t ont than is another one. In the present
study we hat e rep"( tell using tins type of approach and, hat e .opted for a inure
quantitat e, empirical one. .

e feel a tplalltItatINV d1/11rOdt II is best suited for addressing the research
questions initially 4mseti. Our position is onsistent with the one adtanc.ed by

11{ itzer (1973.70) when he notes the more professional the it upation, the more
likely the intittitiliais in that out 'patient art-,to be professional at the individual
le% el," 1, is Hazers', our focus is on individual professionalism.

One w5ty of assessing individual professionalisiatts by making hall's (1968)
pi-ofessionaltsm scale, as revised by Snizek (1972) occupationally specific. (The
( otitplete modified st ale is shots n in .tpentlix B.) This st ale taps fit e dimensions.
of professionalism. (1) use of the professional organization as a major referent,
2) belief in public service, (3) belief in autonomy, ( 1.) belief_in self-regulation,

and (3) sense 6f t ailing to the field. The rev iced professionalism scale contains 25
lakert at ale items, five for eat hesubscale. All respynses are scored on a fit e-point
t out inuum. Professionalism !etrel score& could range froD,511or) to 25 (high) for
each subscale. For all subscales, the higher the scale score, the greater the
professionalism on the dimension. Each subscale is described help% .



tin

I stof the ProfessionaFOrganization as a ajor Referent (ORG 4N)
This (*elision of profess lism foe uses on the degree to which practitioners

use the forntal or informal organization as a major source of ideas and judgments
fur decisions. Professional associar reinforce N alues, beliefs, and identities
within a proles . By attending professfonal meetings and reading journals,
workers &yelp!) "colleague consciousness." Consequently they are influenced
by standards of their'profes (Griss, 1958). (See Iterlis 4-5 in Appendix B )

Belief in Public Service ( PI RUC)
"Professionals- believe, thir occupation is indispensible and beneficial to

socity (Gross, 1938). But, iii some instances, (lutsrders may not 'be con% imed of
the indispensibility of sere ices performed by the occupation. Newcomers may
therefore be slow to develop this belief. Nevertheless, the degree to which this
orientation develops is an indicator oprofessiOnalism. (See It;ms.6-10 iti Ai")-

pendix B.)
_ )

Informal), (AI TO) ,

A I/ 10/10/11y //I% oh es a professional bo(bef that nulitriduals must make their own
deco, s regarding their work. Practitioners' believe they should be free from
external pressures in deternuni1i1
Sft Items 11-13 in Appendix B.

what or Inn, work is to be done (Gross. 1958)

Belief in.Self-Regulgium ( SELF EG ).,
Another dimension of professionalism is the belief that the person best able to

judge'the work of a iirOfessional is a fellow professional. Gross (1958) calls this
-colleague control.- Because of the state of specialized knowledge in their field',
only colleagues, not outsiders, are able to judge the quality of their work. (See
lunis 16-20 ip Appendix-B.)

Sense of Calling to the Field (CALLING )
' This dimension of profe4onalism reflects practitioner- s' dedication to their.,
work. Professionals will perform their work even when few ktwinsic rewards
are available, doing it for' psychological gratification. Work is defined as an
end in itvlf, not merely a ,ineans to an end (Gross. 1958). (See Items 21-25 in

'Appendix B.) .

Journal Publication &lilt, ( IPS )
The journal publication scale reflects the respondents' journal productivity.
hen developing the J RS scale our goal was to construct rt discrithinating

simultaneously taking both frequency of publishing and quality of publication
into account.

To accomplish this, the mean evaluative weight for each journal was first
milltiplied by the number of articles that the respondent reported having pub-

, ',shed in each respective journal. For example, if a respondent had published

once each in Social Problerns;Criminologc, and the Journal of Criminal Justice,
the summated score would be (1) (10.94) + (1) (10.23) + (1) (9.09) =

30.26 (see Table 5).' The resulting values were then subjected to a principal
component factor analysis. No rotation was performed since a single factor
solution was assumed. The - factor loading foreach journal was multiplied by its

standardized score and the products were summed. Respondents'Vtre (in the
JPS scale) thus represents a weighted composite of the frequency and quality of

their self-reported journal publications.'

13
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Statistieal Procedures

To address the reseat 11 questions posed. tarring statistical tet Imiques were(
utilized. Professionalism was assesst-t1 hr t-x g s ted scale st ores,
subst ale st ores, and item st ores, for eat II re_spontlent. Means and standard
,deflations are reported.

Journal weights means aird standard der tat ) were yltlallr t alt elated for
eat II of the selet ted pliblit at toils, and then weights alit) btalltian) der ia-
non, ) were calculated separately for tSC, CJS, and .1SC/ %QS members.
These rankings welt- supplemented ith rankings assessing different es (if any )
between thosehay mg publish( -t1 III the journal kuwl-those who have not. -

The re -lat ship lit twee n profess lisni alit1 jotir11al prOthlt !)% it!, was t;Sti-
Mated % Id Nte1)% ea- Multiple regressitill Prot rdu re,, with prole ss lllll alls111 (and Its
rarfallt t ollt eptualizetisas the nob peptlef*% a r fable and journal pro-
1111111% it% the tic on.'

Results

Resi'ancli results are presented in Table 1 through Table IS. T ;le 1 through
Table I address the professionalism level of t nminal justit t- dltcators. The
highest !ism level is obsery'-et1 for ASC mend s (X = 68.94;
stl = '10.10) ITi(Ti le 2), followed by ASC/ACJS members (X = 68.38;
stl -= 11.29) (Ta le I), and ACJS members c$X = 67.60; sd = 10.06) (Table 3).
The overall Aril essi llll alism store mean is 68.33 (sti = 10.52). Examining inter-
sc ale differences. we see that regardless of membership category (ASC, ACJS, or
AS(., (.JS), the highest professionali-sin subscalt' scores are on the PUBLIC
dinit ns tiffs- rend -s on the remaining profess lllll alism suits! ales a jg mem-
bership categories are negligible(see Tables 2-4).

Intl at ategory comparisons (omitting the PUBLIC snliscale), reveal that
a g 1SC int rs (Table 2) the next highest scoring profess' !ism subst ale

C.X1.1.1V(; (vi = 15.33; sd = 3.65), followed by SELFREG (TC. = 12.88;
stl Z 3.87), 11 TO IX T.- 11.81; sd '= 3.51) and ORGAN (X = 11.35;
stl = 3.09). For 1SC/ACJS members (Table '1.) the ordering is identical, al-
though the means and standard' de% iations changed TALLING: X = 15.12;
sd -= 3:691 Al TO: X = 12.08: sd = 3.75; ORGAN: X = 10.72; sd =
Por A(:JS un.mbers (Table 3), the ordering of the Slibbeal;S is similar, except
At TO. IX = 0.68) shows a hi.% er tnean subscale score, than ORGAN

= 1 1.72); but the difference is slight. Data lire.sewed in Table 1 through-
Table suggests that differences either between anti /or g membership
t ategor are negligible, members of eat h category appear equally professional.

Table 5 reports the journal weights assigned by the total sample (N ,=-- 1028).
As seen in the table, weights ranged from 11.82 (high) for the American Sociologi-
t ul Het tea I ASR) t6 5.7I (low) for Police, suggesting that respondents r iewet
ASR publicat l about twice as beneficial to the discipline as one in Police. Table

also offers a measure of journal, recognition. (Glenn (1971) refers to this as the
"extensity" factor.) To the left of each journal's weight a number is shown (in
parenth'eses), This number sbows the actual number of respondents weighting
the journal. This number, elects how well-known the publication is by the
membership, the higher the number the greater the recognition. The journal
most respondents recognized was Crime and Delinquency (79.8 percent recUYfli-
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Table 1
Professionalism Scores for the Sample (N, = 1028)

Subscale

OliG V\

I behT.ve the professional organizations
should be supposrted.

I systematieally read the professional
, journals.

I regularly attend the professional meetings
at the vational and/or regional level.

The professional organizations do not really
do too much for the average academician.

Although I would like to, I really don't
read the professional journals too often.

Pk WIC
If elver an occupation is indispensible, it
is this one.

Some other ocenpalions are actually more
important to -ociety than mine is.

The importance of being an academician is

sometimes overstressed.

I think that my profession, more than any
other, is essential for society.

Other professions are actually more vital
to society than mine is,

AUTO

I make my own decisions in regard to what
is to be done in my work.

(don't have an opportunity to exercise my
own judgment.

My own decisions are subject to review.

I am my own boss in almost every work-
related situation.
Most of my decisions are reviewed by other .
people in the institution in which I work.

1.5.

14

SI)

11.32 3.21

1:62 .68

2.26 1.04

2.25 1.18

2.96 .1.20

2.24 1.07

16.81 3.89

2.76 1.30

, 3.93 .93

3.91 1.21

3.33 1.12

3.58 1.08

11.88 3,42

2.01 .91

1.68 .81

3.57 1.14

2.19 1.10

"2.46 1.15

-



Table 'I continued

Subsea le SI) '

SELF'REG 13.30 3.89

My fellow academicians pretty much know
how well we all do in our work. 3.09 1.12

There is not much opportunity to judge how
another academician does Ins/her work. 2.3 1.11

't problem in my profession is tfiat uo one
really knows what,h fellow academicians
are doing.

i
2.91 1.16

My kilo* academicians have a pretty good
idea about each other's competence. 2.80 1.21

T here treally no way to judg a fellow
academjian's competence. 1.93 .86

CALLING 14.98 3.61

There are very few academicians who don't
reidly ii-elieve in their work. 2.92 ` 1.09

Most academicians would reniain in the
profession even if their salaries were
reduced. 3.03. 1.17

It is encouraging to see the high level
of idealismwhich is maintained the
membe5s of my department. 3.1I. 1.24

The dedica'tion of academicians in my
discipline is most gratifying. 2.76 1,15

People in my profession hav a real
"calling" for their work. 3.1 1.06

OVERALL. PROFESSIONALISM 68.33 10.52

16
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Table 2
Professionalism Scores for ASC members (N = 368)

Subscale

0I11; \
I belies e the profe;sional organizations
51 Id be supported.

I systematically read the professional
journals.

I regular(' attend the professional meetings
at the oat al and/or regional level.

Ikse.4.trofessional organizations do not really
do too much for the average acailemicLin

1Ithough I would like to, I really don't
read the professional journals too often.

Pt 111,1t:

If ever an occiipation is indispensible, it
14136 one.

Some other occupations are actually inure
important to soviets than mine is.

The importance of being an academician is
sometimes overstressed.

I-think that my profession. more than any
miter, is essential for ',Oriel y.

Other professions are iretnally,more. vital
to sociely than mine is.

AC

I make my ow II decisions in regard to what is
to be done in my ss\rk. -

I don't hase au opportunity to exercise my
own judgment.

My own decisions are subject to review.

am my own boss in almost every work-
related situation.

Most of my decisions- are reviewed by other
people in the Institut ihn in which I work.

17

16

SD

11.35 3.09

, 1.72 .71

2.18 1.03

2.33 1.99

2.99 1.17

2.13 1.00

3.59

3.02 1.21

1.05 .88

3.22 -

3.37 1.13

3.73 1.01

I LIII 3.51

9:01 .92

1.70 .81

3.44 1:19

9 .99 1.11

2.42 1.15

\



:Table Zeoptinued "
'

Subsea le A SD

Me

S FIER EG , 12.88 3.87

My fellow acadeiuicians gritty much know
how well we all dO in'our work. 3204 1.12 -

There is not much opportunity to judge, .

how another academician does his/her work. 2.13 IN1

1 problem in my profession is that no one
really knows what his fellow academicians

,
are doing. ,_ ..' 2.80 1.16

There is really no way to judge af 4:,ellow
academician's competence., 1.89 .89

CALLING 15.33 3.65

There are vet'', few academicians who don't
really believe in their work. 2.97 1.07

Most academicians would remain in the
profession even if their salaries wp.e. '-

. ' reduced. 2.89 1.12

tt is encouraging to see the high level of
idealism which is maintained by the members
of my deparpnent. 3.37 1:22

The dedication of academicians in my
2.85discipline ig most gratifying.

`"c,
1.16

People in my profession have a real l-`.
calling" for their work. 3.24 1.08

OVERALL PROFESSIONALISM 68.94 10.40

tI

17
.18



,Table 3
Professionalism Scores for ACJS Members (N = 368)

Sobscale X SD

ORGAN
.>

11.72 3.20

I beheve the professional organizations
should be supported. 1.56 .61

I systematically read the professional.
journals. 2.41 1.05

I regularly attend the professional meetings '
at the national and/or regional level. 0' 2.39 1.18

The professional organizations do not really
do too much for the average academician. 2.93 1.18

Although I would like to, I really don't
read the professional journals too often. 2. V3 1.12

PUBLIC 16.04 3.94

If ever an occupation is iudispensihle, it
is this one. 2.45 1.28

Some other occupations are actually more
important to society than mine is. 3.80 .96

The importance of being an academician is
sometimes overstressed. a 3.26 1.21

I think that my profession, more than any
other, is essential for society. 3.11 t.28

Other professions are actually more, vital
to society than mine is. . :3.42 1:10

AUTO 11.68 3.01

I make my, own decisions in regard to What
is to be done jn my work. 2.02 .86

I don't have an opportunity to exercise m5';"
own judgment. 1.65 - .74

My own decisions are subject to review. 3.61 1.08

I am my own boss in almost every work-
related situation. 2.09 1.03

Most of my decisions are 'reviewed by other -7i,
people in the institution in which I work. 2.42 1.08

19
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Table 3 continued

Stiliscale X SI)

S ELFR EC \ 113.73 . 3.79
-,/

My fellow academicians pretty much know
how well we all do in our work. , 3.14 1.09

There is not much opportunity to judge .

how another academician does his/her work. 2.76 1.i3

A problem in my profession is that no one
really knows what his fellow academicians
are doing.

My fellow academicians have a pretty good

3.00

idea about each other's competence. . 2.82

, There is really uo way to judge a fellow
academician's competence. 2.01

C Al.I.ING '
There are very few academicians who don't
really believe in their work.

.,,,./1-(.31

2.78

Most academicians would remain in the
profession even if their salaries were
reduced. 3.15

It is encouraging to see the high level of
idealism which is maintained by the members
of my departmcnt. 2.88

The dedication of academicians in my
discipline is most gritifying.

,A.
2.52

People in my profession have a real
"calling'. for their work: 2.98

OVERALE'PROUSSIONALISNI ' 67.60

20

9

1.56

1.23

.86

1.46

1.08

1.89

1.18

1.05

1.05

10.06.)
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Table 4
Professionalism Scores for ASC/ACJS Members (N = 276)

4P

Subset&

(',

X SD

10.72 3.32
'C-

I believe the professional organizations
,should be supported.

i I systematically read the professional r

journals.

1.54

2.17

.66

1.01

I regularly attend the professional meetings 1
at the national and/or regional level. 1.96 1.08

The professional organizatiOns do no NI-really_
do too Much for the average academician.

-
---\,..,.. 2.95 1.25

Although I would like to, I really don't
read-the professional journals too often. lif 2. I 1 1.06

PUBLIC 16.81 :3.97

If elver an occupation is indispensible,
it is this one. 2.81 1.32

Some othetoecupations are actually mote
import ant to society than mine isl' 3.96 .93

The importance of being an academician is .
sometimes overstressed. . 3.14 1.23

I think that my profession, more than any
' other, is essential for society. :3.32 1.19

Other professions are actually more vital
to society than mine is. 3.59 1.10

AUTO

I make my own decisions in regard to what
is tii be done in my work.

12.08

1.99
.

3.75

.97

s,

I dUn't have an opportunity to exercise my.
j judgment:uagment:own . 1.68 ..84

My own decisiOns are subject to review. -,
4 1;:

".66 ----1.14 \
I am my own boss in almost every work-
related situation. 2.25 1.17

Most of my decisions are reviewed by other
people in the institution in which I work. 2.53 '1.20

."4

21
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Table 4 continued

Subsea le

SELFREG
f.

My fellow acadenlirians pretty much know
how well we all do in our work.

:
,

There is not much opportunity to judge
how another academician does his/her work.

A probtem in my profession is that no one
really knows what his fellow academicians
are doing.

My fellow academicians have a pretty good
Idea abouteach others competence.

There is really no way to judge a fellow
academician's competence.

CALLING

There a-re very few adademician; who don't -
really believe in their work.

Most academicians would remain in the
profession even if their salaries were
reduced.
It is encouraging to see the high level of
idealism which is maintained 4 the weathers
of my department.

The dedication of academicians in my
discipline inmost gratifying.

People in my profession have a real
"calling" for their work.

,OVERALL PROFESSIONALISM

SD

13.32

3.09

2.54

196,

.1.16

1.14

2.93 4. 1.17

2.86 1121

1.89 .82

15.42 3.69

:34)5' 1.12

3.07 1.20

r.
1.31

2.91 1.19

3.22 1.04

68.38 11.29

I
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L Table 5 .

6
, ;

.Mean Journal Weights Assigaga by the Total Sample (N = 1028j
. - .

, .. .

Journal Publication'

1. Aim- riean Sociological Review

Ameriean Journal of Sociology

3. Social Problems

t. Criminology

5. 1,a4- and Savior Review . ..

6. Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency

7. JOURNAL. OF CRIMINAL. LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGN

s, 8. British Journal of Criminology

9. Crime and Delingutimy. .
.., s

10. Journal of Criminal Justice

I I. Crime and Social Justice

1"1. Journal of Police Science & dthin.
13. Inter. Jour,. of Criminology & Penology

14. i.aw & Human Behavior

15. Criminal Justice & Behavior

16. Federal Probation
. li.

17. Criminal Justice Review
(

14. , Aeta Criminologica

,19. Ablq racts on Police .Science-

20. American J. oforrections
,

21. LE Jimrnal (germinal Justice,

- 22. Police Clifef

.23.- Police

R/recognitimb

a
11.82

H.20

10.9'4

16.23

10.23

10.15 '

10.00 -

9.64

9.54

9.09.

8.57

8.33

8.28

8.23

7.76

7.17

6.60

6.16

6.39

5.83

5.76

5.7-1

'
(701)

(724)
(635)

(767)

(512)

(652)

-

(563) :,,

(819) .

(647)

(420)

(597) -

(405),

(310)

(38

.35)

(439)

(324)

(404)

(624)

.(372)

(639)

(541)

SD

.t
. ,8..24 :

7..07 -,..

6.2,1

1.63

5.81 04'

408
)

L79

3.71' la :
I.94

1

6.21 ,.
4.41}

444. -- .

1.'i0'

3-.90,, ...,

C

:48 '
3.41

3.62

\ 6.29
4.05

3.00

4.76

I he weight for the P.I.0 was gnen on the questiomaire: it was not assigned by the
respondents.
b Akan, are shown mil), where the \ is five or more.

23 1>2.
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,,
t ), followed bv .the /merit an Journal of Sot eulogy ( 1JS4 (70 pereent recog-
nition), the least ill tignuald 0114 atom was Last tint/ Human Behattor (3(1 '.
pe'rept recignition). .

Table 3 does lust address other equallrsalient issues. For example, we cannot
determine vs hethex t;r not there' is variation ammig membership t ategi-iries in
their rankings. Nor t an' vs t= tell if !host publishing in i journalyank it differently

. than !hume who have :lot. Questlinn, like these are addressed in Tablefi through
Table 1 1.

Table 6 through Table 8 present the weights assigned by the 'total ASC/
meniliershiplIable 6), 1SC members not publishing in the journal (Tile 7).
and 1SC 4mendirrs publishing in the journal (Table 8). In Table 6, the three
highest ranking journals ire the itrnerk an Sin iologie al Review (1S11) 1

(\ = 13.68, sd -= 9.23), followed by the imertiin Journal of Sot iology ( 1JS)
I C = 12.133,sd = 7.98), and Social Problems (X .4- .12.39, sd = 6.67). Each is a
traditionally sot lologic al piiblic atom. Journals showing the most iTspolult:nt
ret opinion were Cruinno/ogy (84 percent), Crime and Delinquency (CM (83
pert ent), and US (79.3 percent). Table 7 reports the journal weights assigned lry
1St: members not publishing in the journal. The three most highly weighted
journals are- the same as reported in Table 6, with the Means and standard...

dev ',awns e hanging lllll innally . Filially, in Table 8, the %eights assigned by 1SC
member publishing in the journal are shown. Here, variation from the data.s
presented it Tables 6 and 7 is noted. Among ASCinaldishers, Sin ia! Problems

cl, 1\ =-I, !I'M:). sd = 9.29). LatrandSociety`Reneu, (X. = 15.00,'sd = 13.58), and
1SRIX = 13.00, sd = 8.96) are the most highb; weighted..

Next, exann lllll g sinnlar t ategones omit; ACJS members, we look to Table 9
through Table I I. Table 9 show(4hat the dime highest ranking journals (omit-
ting-tife standard, the journal of Criminal Lau. and Criminoloky (JCLC)) were
the Jourmil of Cron:aril Justie (JCJ) (X = 9.89, sd = 3.98), the Journal of
Researek in Grime and Deloupiency (JRCD) (X = 9.79, 'sd = 1.21), and tIt
Joiltiml of Police Sewn( o and tdministaion (JPSA) (X = 9.63, sd = 1.32).

1P,
Coln militantly , journiat liming the greatest recognition fat for bu laded Police
C4ief (76.6.pereent), CD' (72.6 percent), and JC) (71.3 percent). Obseming
Table 10, we see that for non-publishing ACJS members, the .ordering of the
three journalsliming the highest weights renuans as it did in Table 9; only (Jas.
nTans and 'standard deviations ( hanged. But when look ig at Table 11 ILACJS ''"

rtpublishers), the inks/ striking finding is the small numbe of publications 114641 ,
For this t ategory , only 1 joutenals were published in five or inure tunnies (criterion

te.
to have weight reported) by ACJS members. .

s'il
Finally, to exaarne the rankings assigned by-ASCTACJS members we look to

Table 1.2 through Table 14. The overall weights (Table 12) assigned bz joint,'
members, as well as journal recognition numbers, moirlosely approximate
weights and rcsiognition assigned by ASC members (Table 6). 1./though the
cornvondenee is imperfect, considerable 'similarity does exist. Similarly,
among the non-publishing ASC/ACJS members (Table 13), the ordering 'of the
highest ran4cing journals are similar to those observed for ASC non-publishers
(Table 7)., But among ASQ.C.1S non-publishers, differences are noted from
those reported for ASC 1)0f-fishers (Table 8). However. based on weights pre-
iented in Table 12 arcif-13*, we are certain the differences itetween ASC /ACJS
publishers and ASC publishers (Table 8) is wfunction of the join(members not
haying sufficienr4 published in either ASR or AJS to allow reporting their

`respective weights.

24
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Table 6
- Mean Journal Weights Assigned by ASC Members (N = 366)

_
Journal Publication. C/reetignition'' SD

I . 1merieam Sociological 11 view

. 2. kinerican Journal of Sociology

3. twin! Problems

13.68 (286)

12.85 (29t)

12.39 (268)

9.2:4

7.98

6.67

I. Law and Society Review 10.95 (221) 6.27'

3. Criminology 10.19. (308) 4.19

6. JO,URNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW
AND CWMINOLOGA 10.00

it Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency 9.99 (268) 3.88

8. British Journal of Criminology 9.81 (246) 4.61

9. Chine and Delimit ("\-/- 9.18 (304) 3.57

10. Crime.and Social Justice 8.65 (162) 6.91

II. & Duman Behavior -8..32 (126) 5.62

12. Inter. Jour. of Criminology & Penology 8.16,.(165) 3.89

13. Journal of CriminalJustice ?3 (166) I-
14. Criminal Justice & Behavior 7.13 (141) 3.41

15. Federal Probation' 6.95 (289) 3.94

16. Acta Critninologica 6.50 (138) 3.90

47. Criminal Justice Revi;w 6.30 (129) 3.28

(8. Journal of Police Science & Admin. 6.23 (156) 3.07

(9. American J. of Corrections \-/ '5.88 (220) 3.74

5.19 (103) 24.6420, LAE Journal of Criminal Jos kr

. ,Abstracts on Police Science 5.04 (113) 7.79

22. Police 4.38 (142)v 2.84

23. Police Chief 4.30 (153) 3.37
OP'

The .weight for the JCLC -was guen .111 the questionn
respondents.
bMeans are shown only where the N is five or more.

it
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Table 7
Mean Joann! Weights Assigned by ASC Members

(not publishing in the journal)

, ,Journal rufruication

I.) kinerican Sociological Review

2. America' n Journal of Sociology

*, 3. 'Social Problems

t. Law and Society Review

5. Criminology -

6.JOI. RNAVoiF CRIMINAL LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGY ...41-

7. Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency

8. ,British Journakf Criminology

X / re og nitio rib

13.36 (259)

12.58 (273)

11.7 (e35)

10.62 (204)

10.15 (244)

10. 0()

9.95 (e37)

9.90 (231)

S

8.98

7.81 (
6.10

4.68

4.18

3,90

L71

9. Crime and Delinquency 9:18-.1260) 3.68

10. Crime and Social Justice " 8.28 (156) 6.15

ii. Inter.. Jour. of Criminology & Penology 8.11 (138) 3.90
Vr

12. Law & Human Behavior ,

13. -Journal of CriminalJAtice

8.08 (1211

7. 18 (145)

4.93

4.07

14. CriMinal Justice & Behavior 6.90 (129) 3.12

15. Federal.Probation, . 6.69 (251) 3.80

16. Acta Criminologica 6.47 (136) 3.85

17. Criniinal Justice Review 6.31 (118) 3.39

18. Journal of Police ience & Admin. 6.10 (146) 3.11

19. American J. of'Corrections 46 5.99 (206) 3.76

20. LAE Journal of Criminal-Justice 5.13 ( 88) -2.76

2,1. Abstracts on PoVce S4.4.6hee 5.01 (1 FO 7.86
A

22. Police 14 4.42 (136) 2'.86-

23. Police Chief 4.32 (144) 3.44

4
'The weight for the KA'S: was given on the questionnaire, it was not assigned by the
respondents.
bMeans are shown only where the N is five or more.
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Table 8 .*

Mean Journal Weights Assigned by ASC Members
(publishing in the journal)

,tt

Journal Pliblicatio Kirecognitionb

17.05

15.00

15.00

.20

I2.64

SI)

0 ..,

I Social Problems

2. Lay. & Socieiy Ro,iew

3. American Sociological Review

1. Law & [Inman Behavior

5. American Journal of Sociology

JOt RNAOF CRIMINAL LAW

(19)

(17)

.111)

( 5)

( 1 1 )

'9.29

15.58

8.96

1.46

6.50

AND CRIMINOLOGY. - 10:00

7. Criminology
v.;

.9.44 (39) 3.73

8. Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency 9.38 '(21) 3.43

9. ,Crim and Delinquency (30) 2.75

.10.
A

Inter. Jour. of Criminology & I enology 8.40 (21) .25/
CrinlinatjUStit`e & Behavior 8.28 9) 4.85

12. Journal of Police Science & 8.13 ( 8) 1.46.

13. British Jourual oECriminology 8.08 (131 2.06 '
\

14. Federal Probation 7.68 (22) 3.17

15. Journal of Criminal Justice 6.88 (17) 3.47

Criminal Justice Review 6.00, 1.85

17. LAE Journal of'Criminal Justicr 5.33 (12) 1.87

18. Police Chief 4.80. ( 5) 1.79

.19. American J. of Corrections 4,64 ( I I) 3.20

'The weight-for the JCLC was gmen on the questionnaire. it was not assigned by the
respondeRts. Ai
hMeans are shown only where the Nis five or more.

...
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Table 9
Mean lourilid Weights Assigned by ACJS Members (n = 368)

Journal Publications R/recognitionb SD

1. JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGY 10.00

Journal of Criminal Justice 9.89 (263) 3.98

3. Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency 9.79 (1,70) 4.21

4. Journal of Police Science & 9.65 (247) 4.32

5. Crime and Delinquency 9.37 (267) 3.64

6. Criminology 9.18 (209) 3.62

7. Law & Society Review. 9.11 (123) 6.09

8. American Sociological Review 9.09 (190) 4.89

9. British Journal of Criminology 8.91 (129) 4.88

10. American Journal of Sociology 8.88 (206) 4.67

I. Social Problems 8.71 (157) 4.25

12. Inter. Jour. of Criminology & Penology 8.37 ( 97) '4.95

'13. Criminal Justice Review 8.33 (168) 3.32

14. Dr & 'Human Behavior 8.31 ( 8J) ..45

15. Criminal Justice & Behavior 8.10 (106) 3.46

16. Crime and Socialiustice
4(N

8.09 (116) 3.45

17, Federal Probatiin 7.77 (216) 5.25

18. American J. of:Corrections 7.53 (205) 4.82

19. Abstracts on Police Science 7.53 (170) 6.43

20. Police Chief 7.06 (282) 6.09

21. Police 6.86 (229) 4.38
-7,--

22. Acta Crintinologica 6.19 ( 80) 2.99

23. LAE Journal of Criminal Justice 6.09 (126) 4.05

The weight for the JCIA: was given on the questionnaire; it was not assigned by du:

respondents.
b Means are shown only where the N is or more.
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Table 10
Meaniournal Weights Assigned by ACJS Mputbras\

(not publishing in the journal)

Journal Publication' :CC/recognition' SD

. /
I . JUL RNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW

ANDCRIMINOLOGI 10.00

2. Journal of Criminal Justice 9.90 (248) 4.03

3. Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency 9.78 (169) 4.22

4. 3.ournal of Police Science & Admin. 9.46 (228) 4.25 -
5. Crime and Delinquency 9.35 (264)* 3.64

6. Criminology 9.22 (204) 3.64

7. American Sociological Review 9.11 (189) 4.90

8. Law & S.beiety Review 9.10 1122) 4.47

9. British Journal of Criminology 8.98 (128) 4.84

0. American Journal of Sociology

)
8.87 (206) 4.67

11. Social Problems 8.64 (154) 4.23

12. Inter. Jour. of Criminology & Penology 8.37 ( 97) 4.95

Vi. Criminal Justice Review 8.33 (164) 3.34

14. Law & Human Behavior 8.29 ( 80) 4.45

15. Crime and Social Justice 8.09 (116) 3.45

16. Criminal Justice & Behavior '-8.09 (105) 3.47

17. Federal Probation . 1 7.79 (211) 5.30

18. American J. o Corrections 7.56 (29,1) 4.85

19. Abstracts on oliceScience 7.49 (1157) 6.48

20. Police Chief .32

21. Police
A))*

6.73 (214) 6.12

22'. Acta Crimipologica 6.19 ( 79) 3.01

23. LAE Journal of Criminal Justice 6.13 (123) 2.96

The weight for the JCLC was green on the questionnaire. it was.not assigned by the
respondents.
hMeans are shown only where the N is five orinore.
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Table 11
Mean Journal Weights Assigned by ACJS Members

(publishing in2he journal)

Journal'Publication' TC/recognitionb SD

1. JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGY 10.00

2. Journal of Police Science & Admin. 13.17 (12) 5.41

3. Journal of Criminal Justice 9.77 (13) 3.44

4. Police . 7.67 ( 9) 4.95

5. Police Chief `4(2:1).'"'1. 3.35

N..

The weighi for the .VA: was green on the questionnaire, it ss-i4Innt assigned by the
respondents.
b Means are shownmnly where the N is five or more.

Looking across Table 6 through Table 14, considerable variation is shown on
the ordering of journals by ASC, ASC/ACJS,,and ACJS members. As pointed out
above, ASC/ACJS members' weights were most closely aligned with those as-
signed by ASC. The obvious finding across the tables is thetendency for both the
ASC and ASC/ACJS categories to rank the more sociological publications higher
than ACJS members, and conversely, for ACJS members to weight'the criminal
justice publications more highly. But, there is consistency on weightscassigned for
publications receiving the lowest weights (Tables 6, 9, and 12).

Finally, looking at the relationship between professionalism level and journal
productivity, Table 15 shows that the relationship is negligible. Yet, four of the
five professionalism subsCales (AUTO, ORGAN, PUBLIC, and SELFREG) are
significantly related to journal productivity. The table tells us that the less the
belief in AUTONOMY (B = .12 ),.or the less one uses the professional organi-
zation (B = .10), or the less one believegie,selPregulation service (B = .064
or the greater,the belief in public service (B = .09)the greater the journal
productivity. These results are theoretically confusing. Based on them, at this
point, we argue that since only 4 percent of the variance in journal productivity is
explained (by all five professionalism dimensionsAUTO is the most dominant;
that while the reported beta weights are statistically significantbecatAe of
sample size); ,they are substantively meaningless. Findings such as these call for
future research focusing on the effect (if any) professionalism_has iirnot only
journal productivity, but also associated activities, as well, perhaps additional
analysis of existing data.
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Table 12
Mean journal Weights Assigned by ASC/ACJS Members

(N = 276)

Journal Publication' FC/recognitionb SD

1. American Sociological Bevie% 11:57

2. Criminology 11.23

3. American Journal of Sociology 10.99

4. Social Problems 10,77

5. Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency 16.60:

6. Crime and Delinquency 10.24

7. Law and Society Review 10.22

8, JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGY 10.00

9. British Journal of Criminology 4.88

10. Journal of Criminal Justice 9.38

11. Crime and Social Justice 8.78

12. Journal of Police Science & Admin. 8.36

13. Inter. Jour. of Criminology & Penology 8.31

14. Criminal Justice & Behavior 4.13

15. Law & Human Behavior

16. Federal Probation 7.89

17. Criminal Justice Review 2..49

181AstaS.riminologiea 6.97

19. Abstracts on Police Science 6.08

20. LAE Journal of Criminal Justice- 5.97

21. American J. of Corrections 5.73

22. Police 5.29

23. Police Chief 4.73

(216)

(243)

(219)

(202)

(204)

(236)

(1

8.41

'5.63

6.99

6.42

4.15

3.91

6.01

(179)

(211)

(138)

187)

(141)

(135)

(. 99)

(220)

(136)

(103)

(115)

(138)

(191)

(158)

(193) ,*

5.00

3.43

7.11

4.79

3.75

4.64

4.07

4.21

3.38

3.62

3.57

3.18

3.17

3.46

3.16

The weight for the JCLC was given on the questiodnaire; it was not assigned by the

respondents. .
h Means are shown only where the N is five or more.
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* Table 13
jean Journal Weights Assigned by ASC/ACJS embers

(not publishing in the journal)

Jou rnal.Publicat ion' TC/recognitionb

1. American Sociological Review

2. Criminology

3. American Journal of Sociology

4. Social Problems

11.55

11.32

10.87

10.61

(213)

(202)

(217)

1190)

5. Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency 10.58 (191)

. 6. Crime and Delinquency 10.30 (204)

7. Law and Society Review 10.01 (162)

8. JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGY 10.00

9. British Journal of Criminology 9.84 (173),-

10. Journal of Criminal Justice 9.39 (178)

11. Crime and Social Justice 8.78 (138)

12. Inter. Jour. of Criminology & Penology 8.20 (129)

13. Journal of Police Science & Admin. 8.04 1457)

14. Criminal Justice & Behavior 8.03 (122)
.40

15. Law & Human Behavior 7.91 ( 99)

16. Federal Probation 7.78 (190)

17. Criminal justice Review 7.52 (120)

18. Acta Criminologica 6.98 (101)

19. Abstracts on Police Science 5.92 (108)

20. American J. of Corrections 5.91 (17

21. LAE Journal of Criminal Justice 5.75' 132)

22. Police . .37 . (142)-

23. Police Chief 4.80 (157)

SD

$.45

5.60

6.89

6.17

4.16

3.91

5.66

5.07

3.54

7.11

3.85

3.82.

4.65

4.07

4.27

119

3.6

.52

3.21

2.97'

3.58

'3.67

'The weight for the JCLC was given on the questionnaire, it was' not assigned by the
respondents.
Means are shown only where the i'4 is five or More.
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Table 14
Mean Journal Weights Assigned by ASC/ACJS Members

(publishing in the journal)

Journal Publication' R/recognitionb SD

1. journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency 1 ( 7) 3.02

Criniinologv 11.24 (29) 6.40

3. Journal of Police Science & Admin. 10.89 (19) 9.80

4. Sochi! Problems 10.75 ( 8) 5.31

5. Crime and DelinquenCy 10.33 (15) 4.34

6. British Journal of Criminology 10.30 ( 5) 1.86

7. JOURNAL OF CRIMINAL LAW
AND CRIMINOLOGY 10.00

8. Inter. Jour.'oftriminology & Penology 9.89 ( 9) 2.15

9. Journal of Criminal Justice 9.62 (21) 3.09

10. Criminal rustice. & Behavior 8.78 ( 9) 3.03

11. Federal Probation '8.1T (23) 3.46

1'i. LAE Journal of Criminal Justice 7.58 (12) 2.43

I3.' Criminal Justice Review 7.30 (d O) 3.80

Abitracts on Police Science 7.20 ( 5) 2.59

15. Police 4.55 (11) 1.97

16. Pollee Chief 4.42 (26) 2.94

17: American J. o` Corrections 3.93 (13) 214,7

'The weight for the JCI,C,was giveii.on the questionnafte; it was not assigned by the
respondents.
"Means are shown only where the N is five or more.
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Table
- Stepwise Multiple Regressions of Journal Productivity

on the Professionalism

RELATIONSHIPS b t. B SE

Journal Productivity with:

AL TO

ORGAN

PUBLIC -
SELFREG'

CALLING

..

-.131
-.122

.092

-..069

-='.051

,-.115* .036 ,

-.,101* .039
..,

.092* .Q33 ,

.069* ,,....1336'

.Q.7 .372

13.11

9.58

8.00

4.18

1.88

*We consitiCted 1 B) significant if it was twice its'staoilarti error.

Summary/ Conclu§ions

T h is research examined three .general issues. Mist, professionalism levels of
criminal justice educators were estimated. Here, we found ASC members the
most professional, followed by ASC/ACJS, and ACJS members. However, differ-
ences among the categories were slight, and generally, none scored in the highly
professional range. At best, criminal justice educators can be viewed as moder-
ately professional. Secondly, criminal justice publications were ranked. Consid-
erable variation eiisted among the membership categories on the, journals
weighted most highly, but there was general agreement on the lowest weighted
journals; For the most pail, both ASC and ASC/ACJS members weighted the
more sociological publications more highly than did ACJS, members, and ACJS
members weighted the criminal justice publications more highly. Finally, the
relationship between professionalism add journal publication productivity was
assessed. The results proved inconclusive, with professionalism accounting for
only a very small percentage (4 percent) of the total variation in journal
productivity. -

What do we do next? The criminal justice discipline needs Continued research
examining the "sociology of criminal, justice." The discipline must learn more
about its operations and its operators, if it expects to,promote its needs and
merits on university campuses. This research was designed as t starting points

Based on the results presented in,this research a "Pandora's box" has been
opened. Many research issues were touched on, and the definitive answer was
offered for none of them. Future research on the sociology of criminal justice
must continue in .the direction commenced here, as well as,moving in other
directions. Simply, further research is needed on research issues addressed
here,.and research is needed on issues we were unable to touch dpoii.

It Is time for the criminal justice discipline to realize research examining the
nature and scope of (he discipline is essential. With luck, such research will act to
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e the iliscipinie focus and direction; both are needed. It is anticipated that
with focus and direction- the discipline will be placed in a more advantageous
position w hen promoting itself on university campuses.

Notes

I. W hen using the term -criminal justIee;' we are referring to programs
faculties. and students whose main focus is researching, teaching, and learning
about otsues related to pOlice, count', and corrections. We could have as easily
used the term "eruninology ," but chose not to, since we Yiewt;crimittol justice as

being more inclusive. . .

2. The it remount* respondents claimed' no affiliation with either &SC or
ACJS. A e included their responses, hoWey er,"it he overall summary. Our
sample includes only American criminologists (II Itudimts/nonwractitioners).

.1. Jourtittls selected for inclusion were those the researchers deemed most
relevant to criminology and criminal justice; In creating`thr list, personalias
enters in, along with budgetary and page limitation restraints. Unfortunately,
some relevant journals (e.g., Journal of teal Studies), as some respondents
pointed out, were omitted; less reley ant, ties were included. Initially, we deyided
to limit the number of journals listed t, :one type-written page; 23 journals were
selected. Our standard, The Journal of\CriminatT Lau. and Criminology (JCLC)

w as selected by the reputational media Prior to establishing a standard, we
decided, the standard ( I) must be criminology an r criminal justice publica-
tion and (2) it should not be the official journal of eithe he American Society of
Criminology or Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences. en, we telephoned a
sample of 30 chininal justice educators and asked what was The most prestigous
journal in the field. After omitting responses not reflecting a criminal justice
publication, or representing ASC or ACJS, the overwhelming choice was The
Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, mentioned by over 90 percent of thc.

telephoned respondents. v

4. A e purposely did not ask respondents about either their text-book writing or
professional-boOk writing activities. At-the time, it made intuitive-sense. We
decided we could not determine any feasible mechanism for evaluating such
publications. A e object to assigning weights in excess of those assigned certain
journal publications, because in many cases a hico-k is no more or less meritorious
than a journal article. So, we objected to the practice of assigning a book a score 3

times that assigned the highest ranking journal. Some books are worthy of such
high weights; others are not. Until a weighting system can be devised (perhaps
based on publisher prestige) accurately reflecting a bookers merit, we will refrain

fr hiding such in estmating "productivityfl
,..---' It_ °

a. A e recognize the argument -Could be made that joutThal productivity deter-
mines professionalism level, yet we, believe otherwise. Unfortunately with a
crop-sectional design (aA opposed to a longitudinal one) it is not possible for us to

test any 'other relationship between professioha 'lism and journal productivity
than the one adCaltced. *hat is needed is research similar to this project, but
longitudinally designed. Without such, we simply must struggle within the con-

straints imposed. -
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AAppendix
The Survey Questionnaire

d

*The Professionalization of
Criminology and Criminal Justice

... ' This survey is designed to better understand the criminology and criminal justice
. professions. Please answer all of the questions. If you wish to comment on any

questions, please'feel free to use the space in the margins. Your comment will be
read, taken into account, and treated confidentially. This research is being.
sponsored by the Joint Commission on Criminology and Criminal Justice Educa..
tion and.Standards.

Please return this questionnaire, in the envelope provided to:

ProfesSions PriSject Center
Departnttnt of Sociology
Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Texas 76129

PART 1: Ve would like to begin brasking you about professionalism in your
occupation. Please read each statement carefully find decide whether it is one
with which you strongly agree (SA),,agree (A), disagree (D), strongly tlisagree
(SD), or are undecided (U). Circle your response.

,

1. If ever an occupation is indispensible it is
this one i. ....... SAGA D SD U

2. The dedication of academicians in my disci- N.
pline is most grattking SA A D SD U'

3. My own decisions are subject to review . ., ..... SA A D SD U

I believe that the professional Organizations.4.
should lof supported SA A. D SD U

. 5. My fellow academicians have a pretty good
idea about each other's competence SA A D. SD U

6. My job gives me a chance to do the things -------
I do test , -7- SA A- D SD U
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7. Most academicians would remain in the
profession even if their salaries were reduced SA

8. I am my own boss in almost every work-
related situation SA

9.40rA problemin my professi at no one
et really knows what e ow academicians

are doing SA

10. I thinkfthat my profession, more than any
4Dther, is essential for society nt

11. Some other occupations are actually more
important to society than is mine SA

12. The professional organizations do not really do
too much for the average academician 1 SA

13. I very much like the type of work .that I am
doing , .. S. SA

14. There is really no way to judge a fellow'
academician's-competence , SA

IS. I regularly attend professional meetings
,at the cational,and/or regional level ..... .1 SA

16. The irnporian of being an academician is
sometimes overstressed

. SA

17. I ?nake my.own decisions in regard to whai`.

A D SD U

A D SD U

A D SD U

A D SD U

A D SD U

A D SD U

A ° D . SD U

A D SD U

A D SD U

A D SR. U

is to be done in roy walk SA A ,/---DSD U

18. I really do't feel a sense of pride as a result
of the type of work that I do SA A D SD . U

19. There is ttot much opportunity to judge how '
I. another academician does his/her work SA A D SD U

20. (don't have an opportunity to exercise my
own judgment SA. A D SD U

. 21. I systematically*read theprofessional , .,..,

journals ., , SA A ' D SD U

22. There are very few academicians who don't
really, believe in their work SA A D SD U

23. My work gives me a feeling of pride in having
done the job well r` .. SA A - D SD . U,

"calling"24. People in my profession have a-real
\ for their work ' SA

25. Most of my decisions,are reviewed by other
people in the institution in which I work SA

26. Although I would like to, I really don't read
the professional journalstoo often SA

27. My fellow academitians pretty much know
how well we allo in our work SA

28. It is encouraging to see the high levorOf
' idealism which is maintained by the members
of my department SA

29. My work is my most rewardincexperience , SA
30.' Other professions are actually more vital to

society tifan mine 'SA

°to

A D Str---%--

A D. SD. U

A D SD U

A D SD U

A D SD U
A D SD U

A D SDi .0

.
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Part 2. On the following page are questions designed to assess your opinions
regarding criminology and t runinal justii e journal pnblicat -. Please assign
weights to theni (listed alphabetu ally ) in accordance with your judgment of the

at eruge important e of their contributions to the criminology/criminal justice
1/4._ field. 1. se articles III the Journal of Criminal Lau and Criminology (JCLC) as

your standard reference. A weight of 10.0 has arbitrarily been assigned to an
article in the JC1.4:, so that a publication only half as important as JCLC sl Id

ke assigned a vs eight of 3, a ty pe of public anon twit e as importinjt as sl Id

be assigned a weight of 20, and so forth.

If a on do riot know .cmingh about a journal to assign a weight to its articles,please

place an \ in the space pros idedfOr the weight.

# of 1i-tick.
Published in

Journal
Publiation W eight

31. Journal of Criminal Law & Criminology 1071I\
.), 1bstracts on Police Science 4'

.

3. cta Cpiminologica
I. 1

- I

American JoUrnal of Correct
"..'\

.). 1merican Journal of Sociology
6. American Sociological Review
7. British Journal of Criminology
8. Crime & Delinquency
9. Crimr& Social Justice ks 1

...

10. Criminal Justice & Behavior __-.___ _ _ _ ,

11. Criminal Justice-Review
1. Criminology ' -

13. Federal Probation --..<..
1-1. Inter. Journal of Criminology & Penology
15. Journal of Criminal Justice
16 ' - 'Journal of Police Science & Administration
1 7. Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency .
48. LAE Journal of Criminal Justice -

49. Law & Human Behavior _

50. ,
. 'taw & Society Review

51. Police ....

2 Police Chief
53.,' ____ Social Problems

0

-Now, go back through the publications list and indicate the number of articles

,you hav 'AO published in each journal. If you have not had an article published
in a particular journal, leave the space blank.t
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PART 3. Finally we would 1lKe to ask a few questions %bout you for purposes of
our summaries. Remember that your answers are stra tly confidential. They will
not be identified with you personally.

;A. Do you have any paid criminal justice agency experience?

( ) es
(

53. If you answered les to quest 51 above, please mda ate Ole criminal justice
agency for wlui h you worked and the 'amber of years employed. Check all
that apply.

Agency

( ) Police
( ) Courts
( ) Cori-ections

Number of years
experience

56. loch of the following organizations are you a member of? Check all that
apply.

) AiFadenly of Criminal Justice Sciences
) American Society of Criminology

57. Why did you initially enter academia? Check only one.

( Job security and related fringe benefits
( ) The nature of the work
( ) Because of the occupation's social prestige

58. Why do you remain in academia? Check only one.

( ) JAI) security and related fringe benefits
( The nature of the work
( ) Because of the Occupation's social prestige

59. From what college or university did you earn your highest degree?

60. What is the highest academic degree (e.g., Ph.D.) you have completed?

61. In «unpleting your highest degree, what was your major area of study (e.g.,
socitgr, anthropology, criminal justice)?
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62. What is your academic classification?

( ) Instructor
'( iff Assistant Professor

( ) Associate Professor
) Full Professor
) Professor Emeritus

( ) Other (specify)

63. What is the highesdegree offered in your college or university?

) Associate degree
) BachelOrs degree

Masters degree
Doctorate degree

What is the highest degree offered in your department?

) Associate degree
) Bachelors degree'
) Masters degree.

( ) Doctorate degree

66. How many years have you been teaching in a college and/or university?

67. What is your age?

years

'years
.se

68. What is your sex?

( Fetnale
( ) Male

69. Your (not family) 1978 income before taxes

1 ) Les4 than $15,000
( ) 815,000 to $19,999
( $20,000 to $24,000
( ) $25,000 to $29,000
( ) $30,000 or more
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Is there anything else you would like to tell us about the professionalization of
criminology and; or t rimmal justice. If so, please use this space for that purpose.

Also, any comments you wish to make that you think may help us in future efforts
to understand the professionalization process within either criminology'or crim-
inal justice will be appreciated, either here or in a separate letter.

N

I-

va2B444.

Your contribution to this effort is sincerely appreciated. If you would like a
summary of results, please print your name and address on the back of the
return envelope (NOT on this questionnaire). We will see that you get it.

Professions Project Center
1978

5
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Appendix B
Modified Form of Hall's Professionalisri Scale

Organization as Major Referent.

1. I believe the professional organizations should be supported.
2. I systematically read the professional journals.
3. I regularly attend the professional meetings at the national and/or regional

level.
4. The professional organizations do not really do too much for the average

academician.
5. Although I would like to, I really don't read the professional journals too

often.

1304 in Public Service
6. If ever an occupation is indispensible, it is this one.
7. Some other occupations are actuallyinore important to society than mine is.
8. The importance of tieing an academician is sometimes-iverstressed.
9. I think that my profession, more than any other, is essential for society.

10. Other professions are actually more vital to society than mine is.

Belief in Autonomy

11. I make my own decisions in regard to what is to be done in my work.
12. I don't have an opportunity to exercise my own judgment..
13. My own decisions are subject to review. .
14. I am my own boss in almost every work-related situatj. on.
15. Most of my decisions are reviewed by other people inlhe Institution in 'which

I work.

Belief in Self-Regulation

16. My fellow academicians pretty much know how well we all do in Our work.
17. There is not much opportunity to judge how another academician does

his/her work. .

18. A problem in my .profession is that no one really knows what his fellow
a4.clemicians are doing. .....

19. My ellow academicians have a prettYrgood idea about each other's compe-
tencetence

20. There really no way to judge a fellow academician's competence.
f
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Sense of Calling to the Held

21. There are very few academicians who don't really believe in their work.
22. Most academicians would remain in the profession even if their salaries were

reduced.
23. It is encouraging to see the high ley el of idealism which is mamntamed by t le

members of my department.
24. The dedication of academicians m my discipline is most gratifying.
25. People in my profession . have a real "calling" for their work.
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